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Campus, Community Unite to Fight
Domestic Violence, Sexual Abuse

Monica Sabella/MJ
Women rally with a mattress at the annual Take Back the Night on Oct. 15.
By Danielle Sugai
Staff Writer

On the evening of Oct. 15, the annual Take
Back The Night rally and march took place
at University of Michigan-Dearborn. The
goal was to raise awareness about domestic
violence and sexual assault and the need to
eradicate them from society.
“We come together to raise our voices,
march our bodies and share our stories to
raise awareness on our campus and in our
community about the need to eradicate sexual
assault and intimate partner violence,” said
Dr. Lisa Martin, professor at UM-Dearborn

and Director of Women in Learning and
Leadership (WILL).
The rally was held in the University Center
in both Kochoff halls to accommodate the
large crowd. Attendees included current and
former UM-Dearborn students and community
activists from across metro Detroit.
WILL, the Women’s Resource Center,
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inkster Alumnae
Chapter and Student Organization Advisory
Council (SOAC) sponsored the event. Leaders
from various support groups and advocacy
campaigns in the greater Detroit area spoke
about the affects of domestic violence and

sexual assault.
“We’re here tonight to assert the rights that
all human beings have the right to live lives
that are free from violence, have the right to
be heard on these issues and have the right to
reclaim these rights if they are violated,” said
Dr. Martin.
The impact of domestic abuse on victims is
often more than physical or mental abuse, and
Sisters Acquiring Financial Empowerment
(SAFE) strives to aid victims who are suffering
in an economically abusive relationship by
providing resources to become financially
independent.

Founder and Director of SAFE, Kalyn
Risker, spoke about the difficulty of discussing
domestic violence with college students as
most view it as a problem for older women.
But, she said, it has become an increasing
issue on college campuses across the country.
“The conversation is not happening, but
the problem is happening. One in five college
students are being affected by domestic
violence,” Risker said.
“Technology has changed what domestic

Take Back the Night
continued on page 2

Assistant News Director Shares
Advice with Aspiring Journalists
By Brookelynn RugGirello
Opinions Editor

Amber Ainsworth/MJ
Michael Macari’s No. 12 jersey was retired during the Wolverines game vs. Davenport on Oct. 9.

Freshman Heroics Set up Macari for
UM-Dearborn Hockey Greatness
By Erick Lehman
Managing Editor
@ELehman29

It was easy for Vince
Macari to remember his
son’s most memorable game
as a University of Michigan-

what’s
inside
the MJ

Dearborn hockey player.
It was 2008, and the
Wolves found themselves
down late in the third period
against Western Michigan
That is when Vince’s
freshman son, Michael,

NEWS

took over and showed his
dominance.
“Mike scored the tying
goal to send it to overtime,”

Macari
continued on page 7
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Laura Moore, the assistant news director
at FOX 2 News Detroit spoke at a meeting
hosted by UM-Dearborn’s chapter of
the Public Relations Student Society of
America (PRSSA). The meeting was open
to all students and took place in The Union
at Dearborn.
After being introduced by UM-Dearborn
PRSSA president Merritt Solomon, Moore
spoke about her own career and gave
students interested in journalism or public
relations advice about how to succeed in
their respective industries.
Moore graduated from the University of
Miami with a bachelor’s degree in broadcast
journalism and English literature. Prior to
becoming the assistant news director, Moore
was the executive producer at FOX 2 News
Detroit for 13 years.
Moore spoke about the process through
which she decided on her career path.
“I always knew that I wanted to do
journalism but I didn’t know what kind of
journalism I wanted to do,” Moore said.
“So, I picked that school because they had
a television studio, a radio station and a
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newspaper, so I figured whatever I figured
out that I wanted to, that would give me the
opportunity to do it.”
Moore also spoke about the “hands-on
experience” she had while in college.
“When I got there, I happened to get a
work study with the woman who ran the TV

Moore Shares Advice
continued on page 6
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Zipcar Brings Car
Sharing to UM-Dearborn

News & Notes

A round-up of news from around campus,
around the university system, around
Dearborn and Metropolitan Detroit.

On Tuesday, Oct. 20 students, faculty and
staff are invited to gather to remember CASL,
SOAR and WILL student Susan Lowe. The
memorial will be held in 1071 CASL starting at
6 p.m. Come share your memories of Susan with
classmates and her family.

Dating & Domestic
Violence Awareness

Shelby Lubienski/MJ

Each driver uses the Zipcar fuel
credit card provided in each vehicle
to get gas when needed from the
gas station of their choice. The gas
is charged directly to Zipcar and
covered in the hourly rate. Each
driver is asked to leave at least
a quarter of a tank of gas when
the car is returned to The Union
parking space, where the cars stay
when not in use.
Modelski said the idea has been
in the works since last June.
“I’d like to credit the idea to
Piyush Khater, one of our CECS
grad students, who actually
brought the idea to us last June,”
Modelski said. “He contacted me
and I contacted Zipcar.
“Zipcar was not able to
immediately initiate a separate

contract with UM-D because
our anticipated volume was not
large enough. However, Dearborn
combined our request with U-M’s
request to renew their car-sharing
contract that was expiring. Zipcar’s
bid proposal was selected, and
now UM-D is able to join and take
advantage of the university’s largescale volume of service.”
Another aspect of the program is
that it costs the university nothing.
Modelski said the university is
excited to see how the program
works out. Students seem to be
pretty receptive to the idea so far.
“I think it’s pretty cool,
especially for students who live at
the Union and maybe do not have
a car on campus,” engineering
sophomore Erica Magnuson said.

Pre-business student Jamili
Copeland agreed with Magnuson.
“I think it would be perfect for
people with no transportation like
myself,” Copeland said. “So I
really support it.”
Members have already begun
using the cars. If the demand for
cars increases, the university will
add cars accordingly.
The university’s contract is for a
three-year period with an option to
extend for two additional one-year
periods.
The Zipcar program covers the
Ann Arbor Campus, the Medical
Campus and the Dearborn campus.
To find out more about
becoming a Zipcar member, visit
zipcar.com/universities/universityof-michigan.

Take Back the Night
continued from page 1
violence may look like
– through text messages or
Snapchat, your friends and
loved ones don’t know that this
is going on because they aren’t
hearing it,” Risker said. “They
don’t know that you need help
until it escalates to when you are
screaming for help. We want to
help you before it gets that bad.”
Kim Trent, an organizer
with Enough Sexual Assault in
Detroit (Enough SAID), was on
hand to discuss the 11,341 rape
kits that went unprocessed for 35
years in Detroit.
Enough SAID is collaborating
with the Michigan Women’s
Foundation, the Wayne County
Prosecutor’s Office and the
Detroit Crime Commission in
a collective effort to test the
kits and bring justice to the
victims. The groups have been
able to process 10,000 kits in
the six years since they were
discovered, but need private
financial resources to process the
remaining 1,341.
“Every one of those kits
represents a victim — a grown
woman, man or child — who
did not get justice,” Trent said.
“80 percent of women who are
victims of sexual assault do not

UM-D
Memorial for
Susan Lowe

By Courtney Morrison
Staff Reporter

Finding a ride to class or
anywhere else when you do
not have a car is a hassle. The
University of Michigan-Dearborn
has announced a solution to
this problem by partnering with
Zipcar, “the world’s leading car
sharing network,” meaning that the
university now has cars available
to be rented by students, faculty,
and staff.
“I’m so excited that UMDearborn - The Union at Dearborn
is finally on the Zipcar map and that
we have begun to offer the first carsharing program in the Dearborn
area,” said Judith Modelski,
assistant to the Vice Chancellor of
Business Affairs.
“Our international students
were constantly needing to find
a ride over to nearby car rental
agencies when they wanted to take
a local or cross-country trip.”
Here’s a breakdown of how the
system works:
First, you become a member of
Zipcar. UM-Dearborn students and
staff pay $15 to become a member.
Then members can reserve cars
by the hour or the day, starting at
$5.50 per hour and $55 per day.
UM-Dearborn currently has two
cars available: a Ford Fiesta and a
Ford Escape.
Reservations can be made over
the phone, on Zipcar’s website or
members can download the Zipcar
mobile app.
Downloading the app allows
members to make reservations as
well as unlock and lock the vehicle,
honk the horn, and help locate the
vehicle.
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A panel and discussion on dating and domestic
violence will be held at 6 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct.
20 in Kochoff Hall A in the University Center.
This is one of several Domestic Violence
Awareness Month events. Representatives from
the university and the community will participate.
This event is sponsored by Verizon Hopeline,
Career Services, Women’s Resource Center and
Women in Learning and Leadership.

Virginia M. Wagner
Educational Grant

Female students in need of financial assistance
can stop by the financial aid office for an
application for the Virginia M. Wagner Educational
Grant. Applications are due no later than Jan. 15,
2016. The grant will award $1,000 to women in
need who are currently attending college. Some
applicants are also eligible for an additional $500
District Award or $3,000 Regional Award. Contact
Nancy Nagle or the Soroptimist International of
Trenton Area at 734-782-1495.

Redistricting in MI
Should politicians have the right to pick and
choose their voters? Sue Smith, a highly respected
expert on Redistricting in Michigan, will be
speaking at the Henry Ford Centennial Library,
located at 16301 Michigan Ave. in Dearborn at
6:30 p.m. on Oct. 21. The event is sponsored by the
League of Women Voters. The public is invited.

Bringing Michigan
Business Back

Monica Sabella/MJ

The College of Business and DFCU Financial
will have a breakfast panel discussion on Attracting
Business to Michigan Thursday, Oct. 22 at 7:30 a.m.
Experts will discuss the steps to improve Michigan
to attract new business and create good jobs.
Panelists include Chris Holman, founder and
CEO of Michigan Business Network; Maureen
Kraus, vice president of Business Attraction at the
Detroit Regional Chamber; and Tony Vernaci, the
vice president of Business Attraction at the Michigan
Economic Development Corporation.

“The conversation is not happening, but the
problem is happening. One in five college students Open Enrollment
for Employees
are being affected by domestic violence,”
From Oct. 26 - Nov. 6 is the open enrollment
- Kalyn Risker

report it, so that brave 20 percent
who do come forward and then
find that their case sat on a shelf
for more than three decades is
completely unacceptable.”
“Don’t think that if you don’t
live in Detroit this is not your
problem — this is a problem for

4901 Evergreen Rd.
University Center Suite 2130
Dearborn, MI 48128

the entire nation,” Trent said.
DNA rape kits are the best
way to identify rapists, and
from the rape kits processed in
Detroit, perpetrators have been
identified in 39 states.
Some students were in
attendance for class assignments,

but communications senior
Aubrey Huff said, “This is
something I’ve attended before,
and I would be here anyway
because it’s important.”
The event ended with
attendees sharing their own
stories of abuse and assault.
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Disability Services Remove Peeps & Posts
Barriers to Campus, Classroom UM-D Social & Tech
By Maria Kanso
Guest Reporter

October
is
Disability
Awareness Month.
At the University of
Michigan-Dearborn, an office
located on the second floor of
the University Center works to
promote talented individuals
with disabilities who strive for a
better future.
Disability Services (DS)
serves around 260 students each
year. It is a mandate that aids
students with physical, mental
or psychological difficulties and
grants them a more successful
college experience.
To receive those special
services, a student must provide
documentation of his or her
disability. The office then sends
letters of accommodation
to the student’s professors
without letting them know
about the student’s individual
situation. DS coordinators then
work with faculty and staff to
ensure the application of the
accommodations as well as
assist these students in adapting
to university life.
Each student, however, is
still responsible for completing
his or her assignments and tasks
individually.
“It’s meant to let a blind
student be able to participate in
class just as a sighted student,”
said Judith Walker, the disability
coordinator at UM-Dearborn.
“It’s meant to allow a hearing
impaired student to be able to
participate in class as a student

that can hear. It’s not meant
to give students an unfair
advantage.”
One of the main goals of DS
is to improve and maintain UMDearborn’s compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA).
Physical disabilities are

People with vision or hearing
imparities need accommodations
such as close captioning,
Smart Pencils, American Sign
Language interpreting services
and Communication Access
Realtime Transcription services
(CART). CART services include
note takers, special listening

how to utilize my skills in a
certain way,” Hall said. “I know
my language would be a little bit
different, but I have to remember
to continue to be positive and
confident. The services have
actually made me feel that way.”
Melissa Brown, a former
student with a hearing

Useful Apps
StudyBlue

It’s hard to replace good old
school supplies, but in terms
of convenience, digital may
be the way to go. Study Blue
lets you create your own flash
cards that you can keep private or share with other users
of the app. Connect to your
school and see if your classmates already have uploaded
material. After creating the
cards, the app creates quizzes
and review sheets for you to
study.

“It’s meant to let a blind student be able to
participate in class just as a sighted student...It’s
not meant to give students an unfair advantage.”
- Judith Walker, UM-Dearborn disability coordinator

those that involve difficulty in
mobility. Amputees and those
who have difficulty walking fall
under this category of disability.
DS helps these students get
from place to place on campus
and provides them with certain
tools inside the classroom, such
as special desks for wheelchairs.
DS thus annihilates the obstacles
that get in the way of simple
tasks and helps disabled students
meet their most basic needs.
Students
with
mental
disabilities are those who have
learning difficulties. They
include individuals diagnosed
with ADHD or ADD, serious
brain injuries as well as some
who have a chronic health
condition such as seizures,
diabetes and even cancer. Some
of the accommodations for
such disabilities include time
extensions, note-takers and
scanning of textbooks.

devices,
telecommunication
devices for the deaf and
videotext displays.
Lately, depression is a
disability that DS is dealing
with more often. It also
provides services for those
with
generalized
anxiety,
schizophrenia and bipolar
disorder.
“Many of my students are
very, very smart,” said Judith
Walker.
She said she’s proud that
a large number of students
receiving disability services are
graduating every term — many
of them with high honors and
G.P.A. averages above 3.0.
Despite
her
hearing
impairment, Chasity Hall, a
senior Journalism and Screen
Studies student, has thrived in
school.
“The services actually
provided a way for me to know

impairment, said she found
UM-Dearborn faculty and staff
to be truly compassionate for
students with disabilities.
“He
[understood]
my
disability and [my being]
hearing impaired and he me told
that I can still do it and believe in
myself,” Brown said, referring
to
former
UM-Dearborn
professor Jeff Bowman.
On Oct. 22, Michigan
Supreme Court Justice Richard
Bernstein will be giving a
personal narrative at the Ann
Arbor campus as a part of the
Investing in Ability Series.
Disability
Services
will
broadcast a teleconference
of the event at the Mardigian
Library in room 1211 at noon.
Bernstein is the first blind
Michigan Supreme Court
Justice and a University of
Michigan graduate.

Duolingo

Duolingo is definitely
worth checking out for all of
you students who are required
to take a language class. It’s
fun and good for beginners
because there are daily, short
exercises you have to achieve
in order to move on to the
next level. The exercises will
speak the language for you
and let you respond to it, making it a great study partner.

Did You Know?

Students can get free access to Microsoft Word online by
registering their student email on the Microsoft website. It
works similar to Google Drive; both websites let you create
and store documents that can be accessed from any computer
or mobile device. Goodbye flash drives! A student account
allows online access to all the other Office apps as well, including PowerPoint and Excel.
By Julia Wells
Guest Columnist
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Taking a Step
By aisha nadeem
Staff Columnist

Photo courtesy of history.com

Indigenous Peoples’ Day
By teiana mcgahey
Guest Columnist

Teiana McGahey is a guest columnist for
The Michigan Journal. Teiana’s views do
not necessarily reflect those of The Journal.
Christopher Columbus did not discover
America. To think that this is what schools
are teaching children shows that erasure is
real and it’s powerful. History books hardly
cover Native Americans, the news doesn’t
show them, and their culture is unknown
and dishonored by cultural appropriation
and the laughable mascots white America
has chosen to use. Yet they are here, and
they were here long before Columbus was.
Honoring Columbus and honoring the
migration of nonnative people are not the
same thing. We can be appreciative of
new people coming to America without
glorifying the manner in which it was
done. So many crimes were committed
against native people: genocide, rape
and slavery. So many crimes continue
to be committed against them today:
exploitation of natural resources, illegal
seizure of land, excessive policing and
mass incarceration, high levels of poverty
and joblessness, inadequate healthcare
and so much more. All of these issues
stem from the destruction of communities
and identities, westernizing America and
making it near impossible to coexist. The
colonization of a country has proved to be
very different from coming in peacefully
and respectfully, which was an option. An

option that we didn’t, and hardly ever, select.
This pattern has existed for centuries and
we still see it playing out all over the world
today: western powers “saving” the world
and “implementing democracy” by intruding
without permission and forcing rules upon
groups of people by using excessive force.
For many Native Americans, this is what
Columbus symbolizes. Even though he
didn’t do it all by himself, he is the one with
the holiday. He is the one with large chunks
of American History textbooks, statues in
loving memory, and rivers named after
him. If genocide and the implementation of
slavery in America achieves glorification,
what does that say about our values?
As far as I’m concerned, the second
Monday in October is not a day to be
celebrated. The coexistence of cultures is
something to be celebrated, but America
has never allowed for this to happen
correctly. Here, there is a tendency
to whitewash everything: textbooks,
Hollywood, advertisements, government,
and just about everything else that can
be influenced by the existing power
structure. So I’m not sure if this day
is something that can be appropriately
deemed a “holiday.” It might be more
reasonable to have a day of remembrance
for all that has been lost since 1492. The
least we can do is stop saying Columbus’
name, and instead keep that day to honor
the indigenous people who discovered
America and then had it stolen from them.

Cause You Had a Bad Day...

By laura sanchez
Staff Columnist

Laura Sanchez is a guest columnist for
The Michigan Journal. Laura views do not
necessarily reflect those of The Journal.
At the start of last week, I was already miserable. I had to go into work
early Monday morning, coffee-less and
listless. I had exams, papers and homework deadlines swirling about in my
head, along with dozens of reminders
about events I had to attend, articles I
had to write and people I had to talk to.
Among all that seemingly difficult chaos, I had to make time for friends and
family, and somehow, find time to eat
and sleep. I was in a funk for a good portion of the week; I don’t even know how
people tolerated being near me amongst
my cranky faces and rants about how
life was miserable at the moment.
As I was throwing pity party after
pity party for my lonesome self, I realized that I had to stop. We all have
these weeks when we feel like the world
is stagnant, and we’re just trying to
muddle along, hindered by weights on
our shoulders. Bad days and bad weeks
are routine. They happen to all of us.
We’re all allowed to mope around for
a bit, and give cross looks whenever
we get assigned a new assignment due
in two days or when someone cancels
lunch plans we were looking forward to.
However, I couldn’t sulk forever. Life
isn’t as bad as I thought it was. Just because I had a bad day, a bad week, or
even a bad month doesn’t mean that I

was allowed to live a despondent life. I
had to take a breather, and really check
my own privilege. Sure, that week was
slightly unpleasant, but all in all, it
wasn’t horrible. I don’t have a bad life
at all. I don’t have extenuating living
expenses, and I only have to work one
job. My main concern is school, and I
am lucky enough to be able to concentrate fully on it. I can treat myself to a
$4 Pumpkin Spice Latte at Starbucks
every so often, and can go out to dinner without breaking bank. I can sleep
in on the weekends because I don’t have
to go work a second job, or get up at
the crack of dawn to do homework.
My relationships are flourishing and
healthy. Any problems and concerns in
my life are not life-changing or threatening; they are simple difficulties that
any person most likely goes through.
I’m so lucky in so many different ways
and it’s hard to remember that I have it
good. Others aren’t so fortunate in this
regard, and it is important to acknowledge this. One of the reasons I love UMDearborn is that it’s a diverse community, and there are people from all walks
of life. These people constantly remind
me in offhand ways that we’re all so different and going through the pathway
of life in different ways. I’m constantly
inspired by the ways that people push
themselves to finish college, build their
lives, raise their children and continuously find ways to pull through. Learning in college is not just about books
and exams; learning involves taking in
others’ experiences and life-lessons.
All of our lives are so complex and
varied, and while we all have genuinely
bad days, some people have intersecting
realities that legitimize their burdens.
Despite all of these factors in our lives,
everyone manages to attend classes and
complete the same assignments, participate in discussions and attend professors’
office hours. We all have one common
goal of graduating, but the actual lives
behind that one goal are so diverse. Bad
days are universal, but each life is unique.

Aisha Nadeem is a guest columnist for
The Michigan Journal. Aisha’s views do
not necessarily reflect those of The Journal.
In the beginning of every semester, I find myself
making unfinished promises of changing in some
way or another. It might be doing homework
on time, joining an organization or making
more friends. Give it a couple weeks and these
promises go back to what they are — unfinished.
Can you relate? No matter how different we
all are or where in our lives we are right now,
there’s always something we want to change.
So let’s start with the most important change.
Believe in yourself, and take a step forward;
even a small step means moving forward.
The problem with young people like us is that
we don’t have that fire in us that lights up our
world. We are stuck in a fast-paced lifestyle
where the goal is to eat without thinking, finish
work as soon as possible, check social media
and continuously try to catch up with life. Each
day repeats itself and next thing you know, the
semester is over. Yes, in real life there are some
unexpected bad changes, but if we can manage
those, why not manage unexpected good change?
Make something different about each day.
Wear that new outfit today instead of waiting for
a better occasion. Do something different with
your hair, even if you’re the only one who notices
it. Take the headphones out while waiting and
talk to the person next to you. That’s how I made
some of my closest friends. Smile at them and give
them a compliment. You would be amazed by
how people really are — they are willing to talk,
willing to smile back and willing to help. Just try.

Be the one to step up first and make the day
a little better for you and others around you.
Just push a little harder and work a little more.
Don’t aim for minimal good work, but go just
a little further. If you need to eat healthy, start
now and don’t wait for the next meal. If you
need to work out, just take the first step and
just watch the motivation kick in. If motivation
is something you feel like you lack lately, talk
to someone. It’s not weak or embarrassing;
it’s doing something right for yourself.
I’m not a motivational speaker. I don’t
have my life set out all neatly and done. I’m a
student just like you, constantly figuring things
out as I go. I know you’ve heard this advice
several times and I know very well that it gets
much more complicated in real life. But that’s
exactly what I’m doing right now — taking
a step. If things aren’t good the way they are,
trying doesn’t hurt. So I’ll start by reaching
out, sharing my insecurities and struggles
like many of us. Hopefully I’ll show how
simple it is to take a step. For once, don’t be
the one listening to these goals — be the one
experiencing them. Try something new today
that you’ll thank yourself for tomorrow. Try to
start by sharing your story. But really, if you
do, email me at anadeem@umich.edu. I would
love to hear and share your story. Please know
someone wants to hear you and believes in you.
Right now is the time for all possibilities
so use this change. There are opportunities
for new friendships, new plans, new style,
new love or even letting go of the kind that
doesn’t help you grow. It’s not just about
beginnings, but also about ending as well.
End all the things that don’t let you reach out.

Perspectives From the
Sons of Immigrants
By stanley Goldberg
Guest Columnist

Stanley Goldberg is a guest columnist for
The Michigan Journal. Stanley’s views do
not necessarily reflect those of The Journal.
My first emphasis must be how grateful and
blessed I feel to be an American. When I think
of all the citizens of the world who are hoping
to live in the United States, I know that we
must never forget the freedoms, opportunities
and successes that we have in living here.
I am reminded of this in various ways.
I am a native-born American. Both of my
parents came to this country when they were
young. My mother emigrated from Poland
when she was about 12. My father came here
from Lithuania when he was approximately
16. They both immigrated with their families
after World War I. Each remembers living
through the war and the hardships their families
endured. For my mother, this included vivid
memories of her father and other men being
forcibly taken away at gunpoint into the army
without any knowledge of their whereabouts
for several years. For my father, there was
extreme religious prejudice requiring the
family to move to another part of the country
within 48 hours by direct order of the Czar.
My parents were very fortunate in the
opportunities they could pursue. Often it is
reported that the second generation achieves
upward mobility by virtue of achieving higher
education. For my parents coming to this country
at an early age, they enrolled in school where they
each lived. For my mother, this was in Kingston,
New York and for my father this was in Detroit,
Michigan. They each continued their education
after high school by going to college and then
both obtained a master’s degree in social work.
This obviously gave each of them the ability to
pursue a meaningful job and earn a decent salary.
My parents met and married while working
at the same social work agency in New York
City. After moving to Detroit, my siblings and
I went through Detroit Public Schools for an
excellent education. The three of us then went
to Wayne State University at different times
and then pursued graduate degrees. Because
of the emphasis on education so valued by my
parents, this became a guiding direction for me.
I was fortunate in that my father wrote a
lengthy life journal detailing his experiences.
This began with his first memories of living
in Lithuania and its hardships there and he
continued to chronicle his life until his senior
years. When one can read firsthand family

Photo courtesy of tranquilshores.org

accounts of life prior to the United States,
it certainly reinforces one’s perspective
regarding the blessings of being a citizen here.
I live in a community where there are a
substantial number of families who have
immigrated to the United States. As a result, I
am reminded once again of the universal quest
for a safe and secure place in which to raise
one’s family and why they want to come here.
Similarly, I see this when I attend classes at
the University of Michigan-Dearborn. There are
students who have come to this country from
other places and like many generations before
them, and pursue education as a path to success.
My volunteer work affords me another
opportunity to directly feel the blessings of
American life. I volunteer once per week at
the Canton, Michigan library working with
individuals who have come to this country at
various times and want to study English. Some
are here for a temporary period while others are
here permanently. Their appreciation of life in
the United States is a beautiful statement. They
are such a friendly group and it is a joy to be
with them. One of our weekly group lessons
made me realize how even common matters
are to be treasured. We were to discuss family
history and I asked them to bring in family
photos, including perhaps a wedding picture.
One of our group members who came here
from a communist country said he and his wife
have no wedding pictures. He informed me
that under their system when they got married
many years ago, they were not allowed to
take such photographs. Freedom happens in
simple ways that we may not always consider.
The annual Memorial Day holiday in May and
July 4 serve as constant reminders to Americans
of all of our fortunes in living in the United
States. I relish these holidays. In addition, the
circumstances I have identified in this brief article
provide me with a deeper appreciation and joy
for the blessings of being a citizen of this country.
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Horror Awaits at Hush Haunt
By ayesha sheikh
Staff Writer

Never have I been to a
haunted house before the
Hush Haunted Attraction
in Westland, which I will
probably remember for the
rest of my life. It wasn’t as
scary as I thought it would be,
though others might tell you
differently after I screamed
my head off, but it was an
interesting and fun experience.
I went on a Sunday night,
close to their closing time,
to try and get the whole
experience without having to
wait in the huge lines that Hush
usually has. I was immersed
in the whole experience from
the start. I got my tickets and
stopped to take a picture in the
parking lot, and that’s where I
got my first scare. As soon as
I looked up from my phone
there was someone standing
there, not five feet from me,
just menacingly looking at
me; nothing but my phone
light illuminated her face.
All she had to say was “hi”
before I bolted to the line to
wait my turn into the haunted
attraction.
Going in, they tell you all
the rules. Each section of the
attraction is well decorated

— you wouldn’t even be able
to guess what the building
was before the haunted house
(it’s an auto repair shop). The
theme of the Hush Haunted
Attraction isn’t really a house
but laboratories with mad
scientist and demon-y vibes.
If you’re a person who
tends to rationalize your fears,
Hush won’t scare you much;
the jump scares might make
your heart race a little, but
that’s about it. That was the
case for me at least. I found
it really interesting overall.
The scenery was great, props
were amazing and the actors
were incredible. They were
believable, they never broke
character and they played
their parts well. It felt like I
was in a creepy movie with
how they interacted with the
people who came through.

By Miranda Karanfili
Staff Writer

Photos courtesy of facebook.com/hushdetroit

Hush Haunted
Attraction
34043 Ford Rd, Westland, Michigan 48185
Fri: 8:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
Sat: 8:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
Sun: 8:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.

Fired Up Fresh:Blaze
By Ayesha sheikh
Staff Writer

If you’re tired of the usual
pizza places and their cheap
but not-so-great pizzas, Blaze
Pizza in Novi or Royal Oak
is the place to go. Blaze
is the fast food, Subwaytype pizzaria that you never
knew you wanted but always
needed.
Coming in, you’re greeted
by the smell of pizzas baking
in the large fire oven. The
place is littered with wooden
tables and metal chairs, which
aren’t the comfiest but will do
as you chomp down on your
meal. There are a few booths
available towards the front of
the restaurant as well. Most
tables can fit parties of four or
five if you want to bring some
friends along.
So as you step into the
pizza assembly line, you give
the order of what kind of pizza
you want. Blaze only comes

with one size option — 11
inches — but it’s perfect for
eating by yourself or sharing
a little with someone. You can
choose a variety of options on
their menu of typical pizza
combinations like a simple
pepperoni pizza or one loaded
with meat. For the full menu
check out blazepizza.com.
The most popular option
and main attraction of Blaze
Pizza is the build your own
pizza option. For $7.25 you
can get as many toppings as
you want on your 11 inch
pizza, load it up or go as
simple as you want – it’s
all up to you. You start off
with your crust (including a
gluten-free crust option for
$2 more). After, you can pick
your choice of three sauces:
white cream, spicy red or
a classic red sauce. Once
covered in sauce, your pie is
passed over to the toppings
section where a huge number

of fresh toppings sit in their
little bins. Afterwards, you
can get some more seasoning
or sauces drizzled on to your
pizza before it’s sent off into
the open oven.
Blaze is true to their fastfire’d slogan as it only takes
two or three minutes for your
pizza to cook. It takes another
minute to deliciously burn the
roof of your mouth. If you’re
still craving something to eat,
try one of their six salads or,
for your sweet tooth, try their

s’more pie.
While Novi and Royal Oak
are a bit away from campus,
it’s well worth the trip for
the great service and food.
However, a closer location
is due to open soon in Allen
Park, just next to Panera on
Fairlane Drive.
Blaze Pizza is located at
26401 Novi Rd. in Novi and
112 S. Main St. in Royal
Oak. You can order in store
or online and pick it up at the
location.

Photo courtesy of blazepizza.com

Halloween at Manuel’s
By amber ainsworth
A&E Editor

Manuel’s is currently decked
out for the season. Entering
Manuel’s Taco Hut is the dim building, patrons are
a small, and I mean really dining under blacklights. From
small, Mexican restauramt in ceiling to floor, decorations
Allen Park. Don’t be fooled adorn the walls and themed
by the little building though; music is playing. Adding to
Manuel’s has a lot going on the spirit of Halloween, the
waitstaff is dressed
in
costume—we
had a waiter in a
toga.
As for the food,
typical to most
Mexican eateries,
chips and salsa are
brought to the table
to begin the meal. It
was a bit runny for
my liking but I still
devoured the whole
Photos by Amber Ainsworth/MJ bowl. On my recent
inside.
visit to Manuel’s I
I first heard of Manuel’s ordered the shrimp fajitas—
through word of mouth how three tortillas, guacamole,
the restaurant goes all out for beans, and rice. They are
the holidays. With Halloween advertised as “sizzling” in the
right around the corner, menu, and they definitely were.

The shrimp was seasoned well
and there was enough shrimp
and schorching vegetables to
fill all of the tortillas.
On previous trips to
Manuel’s, I typically order
the chipotle chicken wrap—a
large wrapped filled with
chicken breast marinated in
olive oil and chipotle sauce,
black beans, pico de gallo and
lettuce. It’s plenty to fill me
and then some.
While
there
are
other
Mexican
dining
establishments to choose
from nearby, Manuel’s seems
like an obvious choice based
on ambiance alone. I have
never eaten somewhere quite
as festive as Manuel’s but
being someone who loves
Halloween, I’m sure glad I
found it.
Plus, Manuel’s gets special
decor during Christmas also.
The restaurant is brighter,
with penguins, Santas, and

snow adorning the interior,
complete with an elevated
train near the ceiling that
circles the restaurant. Dining
at Manuel’s Taco Hut during
both Halloween and Christmas
is an immersive experience.
I advise you to arrive early
and give yourself some time,
as the place fills up quickly.
Even on a weekday, it’s not
uncommon for a crowd to be
forming in the lobby, with a
line out the door.
Manuel’s Taco Hut is

located at 16806 Ecorse Road,
Allen Park, MI .

When you first walk into
the Hush Haunted Attraction
in Westland, you are greeted
by a man in a devil mask
explaining to you the
horrors that took place in the
laboratory; you are waiting for
an elevator door to open when
a door opens to your right.
Clutching onto Ayesha
Sheikh’s arm the entire time
as we made our way through
the maze which was the
laboratory, we ducked down
in low spots and squeezed
through cramped corridors
while masked characters
approached from behind us or
jumped out in front of us.
The jump scares were what
really brought the experience
to life, along with strobe
lights. Just when I thought I
was safe, a hand would reach
out towards me or the banging
of a hand against a wall or
door would ring out.
My heart was racing the
entire time we made our way
through the haunted house.
There were plenty of times
where I covered my eyes or
my voice was hoarse from
screaming, especially when
we were splattered with water

during a portion of the maze
when a character showed an
offering of an experiment’s
guts for us to eat.
The Hush haunted house
was good at engaging all five
senses. The scares and story
flowed well into one another.
It took about fifteen minutes
for us to make it through the
haunted house, however it
didn’t feel like we had been in
there for that long.
One thing that could
improve would be a sign with
better lighting. At night the
sign was difficult to read when
you’re driving past, and this
isn’t a place you want to drive
past.
The price, $17, is affordable
compared to other popular
houses, which are twice the
cost of admission for most
places. Not to mention, the
location of the Hush Haunted
Attraction is the perfect scare
located right in your own
backyard.
With
their
growing
popularity, the owners have
purchased the Skateland
West property, also located in
Westland, and are looking to
expand their land to increase
the experience even further.

Detroit
Gets
Cheesy
By Jessica Perez
Guest Writer

The
String
Cheese
Incident
brought
their
Roadtrip to Hulaween Fall
Tour to The Fillmore Detroit
on Saturday, Oct. 17.
The smell of patchouli oil
filled the air. As I scanned the
room, I noticed characters
of all sorts: wizards, pixies,
dreaded hippies, and of
course, Cheese Heads (you’d
think we were in Wisconsin
with all of those foam cheese
hats poking out of the tops
of crowds!) It was almost as
if the entire Electric Forest
family had been reunited in
a much smaller, more elegant
setting.
As we anxiously awaited
SCI, which the band calls
itself for short, everyone
mingled and swapped stories
of Cheese performances,
making comparisons of the
spectacles they’ve seen at
different shows and trying to
guess the songs they’d hear
this time.

Six extremely talented
musicians walked out onto
the stage—two of them
barefoot—and the audience
went berserk. The men
each played more than one
instrument, some of which
included the violin, bongo
drums, wind chimes, and an
interesting looking horn that
sounded unlike anything I’ve
ever heard.
The
String
Cheese
Incident
transcends
all
genres and knows exactly
how to get everybody in the
house moving.
Watching
these
gentlemen do their thing
was a completely magical
experience, like we were
sitting in on a flawless, fourhour practice session. They
really put the “jam” in “jam
band.” Do yourself a favor
and catch one of their shows
the next time SCI is in the
Midwest. You won’t be
sorry!

Photo courtesy of pyite72 on Instagram
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Column: Experiencing Hispanic Heritage Month
A Final Reflection

Photos by Julianne Saad/MJ
By JULIANNE SAAD
Staff Columnist

With Hispanic Heritage
month coming to a close,
the Latin American Student
Association ended it with a
bang. On Wednesday, Oct. 14
on the UC stage, LASA hosted
an Immigration Workshop.
LASA’s goal was to
educate people on the myths
of immigration. One of the
various items laid out on
the information table was
a flier addressing common
ones, such as these: “Myth:
They [immigrants] drain the
system. False: Undocumented
immigrants do not qualify
for welfare, food stands, and
Medicaid. They require proof
of legal immigration status.”
Students also had the
chance to place a pin on a
world map, indicating where
they immigrated from or their
family’s origin. I placed my
pin on Lebanon, as I’m firstgeneration half-Lebanese. Also
on the table was a white board,
where students could write
why they supported the rights
of immigrants. For example, I
wrote, “I support immigration
rights.” LASA president Laura
Sanchez wrote, “Immigrant
rights are human rights” and
Alpha Psi Lambda member
Brenda Hernandez wrote, “Be
a proud immigrant. Don’t blend
in!”
Sanchez is a Mexican

immigrant herself, so this
workshop was extremely
important to her.
“I encounter lots of ignorant
comments online, or even in
person, about immigrants and
their rights, so I think it’s really
important to educate people
about what is actually going
on with us, and what being an
immigrant in this country is
actually like,” Sanchez said.
I’m an immigrant myself so it’s
hard to hear people talk about
me or my family in a negative
way just because we are
immigrants, so it’s extremely
important to me to point out the
misconceptions people have
about us. We are trying to dispel
stereotypes of immigrants;
that’s our goal today.
“I am from Mexico, and I
actually immigrated here when
I started here at the University
of Michigan-Dearborn, so I
practically lived my whole
life in Mexico. It was an easy
process for me just because I
knew so much about America
already, and my mom is
American, so it was easier for
me to adapt. But lots of people
don’t have it easy like I do, so
I’m privileged in that sense.”
Sanchez is exactly right;
most immigrants don’t have it
as easy as she did. Most don’t
have that prior exposure to
our culture, and most don’t
have the advantage of being
fluent in the English language

Moore Shares Advice
continued from page 1
studio, so my job was checking video
equipment in and out and meeting kids and
doing studio production. When they didn’t
have a floor director, I had to go be the floor
director, then they didn’t have this person I
had to go [fill in for them]. So, I had a very
hands-on experience and great teachers.”
From college, Moore worked at a PBS
NewsHour station in Washington, D.C.
After that, she returned to Miami and
worked as an associate producer for a news
station until she got her first producing job in
Flint, Michigan.
“It was another great experience for
me for hands-on experience,” Moore said.
“If I leave you with anything, I would say
whenever you’re considering your next
move, look for your opportunities. You don’t
know what anything’s going to turn into, you
don’t know who you’re going to be exposed
to, who you’re going to meet. It might lead
you down the right path.”
In addition to her personal experience
in the industry, Moore also shared advice
about how to be successful in journalism
and public relations. Much of the advice she
shared aligned with the material she teaches
in her power producing course at Wayne
State University.
“The thing about this industry and about
many of the industries that you all are

as she is. Especially from
Mexico, immigrating to the
United States is an extremely
difficult and lengthy process.
The stereotype that Mexican
immigrants always bring over
drugs makes that even more
difficult. Personally, I give an
exceptional amount of credit
to immigrants from anywhere
around the world trying to
make a new life, and sacrificing
so much to do so. Agreeing
with what Sanchez said earlier,
I think it is extremely important
to dispel the stereotypes of
immigrants and to educate
people about the truths of what
being an immigrant entail.
This can be applied to a
general aspect as well, but
we most definitely are not the
stereotypes or stigmas that
come along with being an
immigrant or just being a part of
a certain culture. All Hispanics
are not drug dealers nor do they
exclusively do lawn service for
a living, nor are they all alcohol
dependent, just like all Arabs
are not terrorists or extremely
violent people. People are not
their cultural or race-bound
stereotypes.
In relation to this issue
and Halloween coming up,
costumes associated with
cultural stereotypes have been
popular for quite some time, but
this definitely does not mean it
is okay; it is not at all. And all
of these issues are the reason

interested in is you have to be able to tell a
compelling story — whether you go into PR,
or whether you are pitching before any kind
of corporation or whether you are putting on
TV news as I do — you have to know how
to tell a compelling story,” Moore said.
Moore noted how multiple people play a
role in the storytelling process.
“Everybody that works in the TV station
are a part of the storytelling process; the
people that do the lights are trying to set the
lights a certain way to set a certain mood.
The people that work at the assignment desk
that make the calls, they trying to gather if
something is worthy of being covered by
seeing [if it has] the exciting elements that
I’m looking for.”
Speaking about the fundamentals of
writing, Moore stated the importance of both
accuracy and credibility.
“Every story has to have [an answer to
each question],” Moore said. “If you don’t
answer those questions in your story, you’re
leaving your listener, your viewer, your
customer asking questions. If you’re writing
something and you don’t know the answer,
you put in there ‘I don’t know how. We don’t
know how. We don’t know why. We don’t
know where’ because even if the answer is
“I don’t know,” at least you’re addressing
it.”
Moore also emphasized the importance
of setting one’s self apart from the rest of the

that I agree with Sanchez and
believe that it’s so important
to teach others that there is so
much more to the Hispanic
culture, or any culture, than the
negative stereotypes bound to
these cultures.
With Hispanic Heritage
Month coming to an end, I
wanted to reflect on everything
I’ve learned about the Hispanic
culture coming from my own
Arab-American perspective.
I wanted to give thanks to
the Latin American Student
Association and Alpha Psi
Lambda for putting on some
amazing events: Soup &
Conversation, Salsa Night,
Hispanic Heritage Month Trivia
and the Immigration Workshop.
Through these events, I’ve
learned so much about the
Hispanic culture that makes it
so much more interesting and
amazing to me. The Hispanic
culture is so amazing and so
colorful. Some of these events
I went into completely alone,
stepping out of my comfort
zone, so of course it made me
a little scared, but everyone
I have met this month at all
of these events have been so
inviting, and so welcoming,
and it made me feel really great.
The Hispanic culture is
so amazing and inviting, and
orientated towards making
others feel welcome. Just
comparing my own Arabic
culture to what I’ve learned this

industry.
“Any story that you tell, if you’re just
telling the who, what, when, where, why
and how, and Channel 7 is, and Channel 4 is,
everybody has the same story,” Moore said.
“What you’re looking for when you write or
you produce any content is something that
makes you special, that makes your story
different.”
This factor is important in any job, Moore
said.
“No matter what job it is, remember: you
are competing with tons of other people just
like you who have learned the same things
that you’ve learned and you’ve got to do
something to stand out and to make yours
different,” Moore said.
Moore said that making the decision
to pursue managerial positions or the
preference to work as part of a team will
lead to career opportunities that fit one’s
personality.
“Deciding that little thing — whether you
like to be in charge or you like to be part of a
team on a project — leans you in more ways
than others to different kinds of jobs. If you
don’t want to have to make the decision,
you want to do one of the jobs that’s part of
a team. As you move forward and you’re
looking for things, think about what you
enjoy doing. There’s nothing wrong with
either one; it’s just your personality.”

month, we both are extremely
family oriented, and making
others feel welcome is equally
important. Being a part of
events associated with another
culture made me realize how
many walls are set up around
the world. It is kind of like
cliques in high school; there
are the jocks, the theatre geeks
and those who excel with
academics. And then when
you apply this to cultures
around the world, there are the
Hispanics, and the Asians and
the Arabians, but this divide
in my opinion is so saddening.
The Coexist movement is
something that is extremely
important to me, and these
beliefs were with me the entire
month. I’ve learned about all of
the parallels that cultures share
across the world. Speaking
in general terms, we all have
this bond with food associated

with our own cultures, and we
all have this tight-knit bond
with our families. We have
tight bonds with our culture’s
music and cultural dances.
The Hispanic culture has
Salsa dancing; the Arabian
culture has belly dancing and
the Dabke, a wedding line
dance, and the Scottish have
Highland dancing. However,
these are all parallels. If we
broke down all of those barriers
that are associated with us
living in different parts of the
world, we would notice all of
the similarities we have. But
most of all this month, I have
learned to appreciate my own
culture more, and appreciate
the differences we have all
over the world that make us so
unique, but beautifully bring us
together as a whole.
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Macari
continued from page 1
Vince said.
Just scoring the game tying
goal wasn’t enough. Before
time expired in the third period, Michael and his linemate
both received penalties, which
carried over into the overtime
period, leaving the Wolves
shorthanded two guys.

and a banner hung next to the
north scoreboard of the Fieldhouse, recognizing the excellent career he put together at
UM-Dearborn after his memorable game against Western
Michigan as a freshman.
Michael, known for being
a humble player and an excellent leader, was very excited
about the jersey retirement and

Davenport. “I can’t thank anybody but my teammates and
university for it.”
Michael accrued 143 goals
and 169 assists for 312 total
points in his illustrious fouryear UM-Dearborn hockey
career. He was also a four-time
first team All-American in the
ACHA.
“He was the most talented

flash, but he got the job done.
“His playing style was
hard working playing style;
he worked hard,” McLogan
said. “Like Steve Yzerman, he
wasn’t flashy all the time, he
showed signs of flashiness, but
not unnecessary flashiness. He
worked hard all the time, had a
lot of grit.”
While Michael had a very

Amber AinsworthMJ
Mike Macari recieves framed jersey during his number retirement ceremony on Oct. 9, 2015

“They had to start off overtime two guys short, but they
killed it off,” Vince said. “I remember as Mike was coming
out of the box, he was wide
open on a breakaway, and
scored the game winner.”
Flash forward about seven
years. On Oct. 9, Michael
had his old number 12 retired

having his number beside the
scoreboard with Jesse Hubenschmidt, another former great
whose number was retired in
1997.
“It’s a real honor, something
I didn’t really expect or think
of ever. I’m real humbled by
it,” Michael said after the ceremony that was held during
the first intermission against

player I ever played with,
he was a special talent,” said
former UM-Dearborn teammate Casey McLogan. “Great
hands, great shot, great speed.
And on top of that, he was a
great leader and an even better
friend.”
Michael was described as a
gritty, hard working forward.
He didn’t use unnecessary

rewarding hockey career, his
parents Vince and Anne are
more proud of his academic
accolades, and the fact their
son received a great education
while being able to play hockey at the collegiate level.
“We’re proud of him, but
we’re more proud that he got
a good education and he’s out
in the real world doing well.

October 20, 2015

This is icing on the cake for
athletics — getting his number
retired,” his father Vince said.
“He studied accounting, and
he loved it here. He was a two
time Academic All American,
too.”
“He graduated with honors,” his mother added.
After graduating from UMDearborn, Michael sort of
hung up the skates competitively. He still plays pick-up
hockey, but wanted to get out
into the real world after graduation.
“After UM-Dearborn, I
didn’t try to go play anywhere,
just got in the real world and
started working and stuff. I
didn’t waste any time,” Mike
said. “Now I play with a bunch
of guys I played with at U of
M-Dearborn. (We) play men’s
league and we have more fun
than ever.”
Prior to the game, Michael
and Hubenschmidt, who were
both being honored, had a
chance to talk to this year’s
team and offer up a bit of a pep
talk before they took the ice
against Davenport University.
“I’m not as influential as
Jesse was, don’t have as much
experience as he does, but I
told them they’re obviously
off to a good start in the first
six games, told them that was
a big thing to be, especially
how the rankings work,” Michael said. “Told them to take
every game importantly and
really cherish this time here.”
The pep talk Michael gave
was a bit of a flipped switch
from when he was a freshman,
just getting started with his
hockey career here. During his
freshman year, the team was
paid a visit by Hubenschmidt,

the first player ever inducted
into the ACHA Hall of Fame.
“It was funny because my
freshman year (Jesse) came
over and said something to us
in the locker room,” Michael
said. “It was special to see him
again and share this opportunity and moment with him. It
was really cool.”
It doesn’t end with just the
jersey retirement, however.
Head athletic booster Tom
McLogan said that they are
working towards the next step
with getting Macari honored.
“The next step is to get him
into the ACHA Hall of Fame,”
he said. “We are going to get
him in.”
Michael thanked his father
Vince for being one of his biggest influences on his hockey
career, as well as his uncle
Anthony, who played hockey
here at UM-Dearborn as well.
There was no shortage of
happiness around the fieldhouse on this night, as everyone involved was happy to
celebrate a great career.
“We are very honored the
university did this for Mike,”
Vince said. “We want to thank
everyone — the school, the
booster club.”
“There are no better people
than hockey people,” Anne
added.
“I just want to thank the university and the team for taking
the time to honor me like this.
I’m truly humbled,” Michael
said. “It’s a lot of work for everybody from the announcers
to the students working. I just
want to thank everybody, and
I’m truly honored.”
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From Fall Leaves to Palm Trees

By hannah genig
Sports Editor

The cross-country teams at
the University of MichiganDearborn experienced quite
the drastic change of scenery
last weekend when they traveled to the “Happiest Place on
Earth” — Disney World.
Each year, hundreds of
teams from across the country
meet up in sunny Florida to
compete in the Disney Classic, an annual event sponsored
by New Balance. After experiencing bitter weather, poor
course conditions and other
implications that come with
traveling locally for meets,
the Wolverines decided it was
time to head down south.
“There is a system to look
at all upcoming meets for
the season and we wanted to

do something different than
we’ve done before. We wanted a longer trip and we have
seniors on the teams that I was
trying to reward with something fun” said head coach
Joe Horka. “It seemed like a
great opportunity, a competitive meet and a really fun trip
to take.”
It seems as though this was
the perfect time to participate.
Because this year marked
the 20th anniversary of the
famous meet, 24 states were
proudly represented with both
men and women’s teams and
ESPN did full coverage of the
events.
While participating in an
event with such immense
competition, it comes to no
surprise that the runners from
UM-Dearborn possess quali-

ties that set them apart from
other collegiate teams.
“When you combine what
it takes to go to this school
and how hard you have to
work and how involved these
kids are in school, it comes
full-circle with how they’re
able to dedicate themselves
to running. They don’t have
every advantage that some
of the other schools have, but
they use it to motivate themselves and each other,” Horka
said.
Both motivated teams had
the opportunity to run at the
beautiful ESPN Wide World
of Sports Complex on Saturday morning in the nice, but
humid 78-degree weather.
Even though the men’s team
placed 20th out of 25 teams
in their 8k, several runners

certainly stood out from the
crowd. Out of nearly 250 runners, Junior Ryan Pickell secured the spot of 109 and set
his personal record this season with a time of 28:03. Not
too far behind was sophomore
Alex Krasuski with a time of
28:12.
The women’s team also
represented the maize and
blue quite nicely in their 5k,
ranking 24th out of 35 teams.
Freshman Caroline Mahalak
led the group with a 20:59
finish time that put her at the
ranking of 112 among 305
runners. Sophomore Emily
Eccleton was next in line just
a minute later with a finish
time of 21:59.
It is apparent that these athletes consistently work hard,
but now the Wolverines got

the opportunity to play hard,
as well.
“The teams spent Friday together with our daily
run, then we walked through
downtown Disney in the evening and had dinner together.
After we ran our races on Saturday morning and cheered
each other on, we spent the
rest of the day at the Disney
parks,” Ryan Pickell said.
The overwhelming support
and cohesiveness between the
two teams definitely make a
difference out on the course,
as the numbers reflect. Hopefully this team chemistry will
remain as this group of athletes approaches two important meets, the conference
championship and the Great
Lakes Challenge.
According to coach Horka,
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the expectation for the Great
Lakes Challenge this upcoming weekend is to improve on
what the team did at Disney.
“We had strong races for
95 percent of the runners, and
I want to use that as a building block and to achieve even
more back in colder weather.
It was nearly 80 degrees when
we raced and we weren’t
used to that. Coming back to
weather in the 40s and 50s,
we’ll be able to take one more
step forward that will put us
in a good position in the conference,” Horka said.
After a warm and exciting
trip, the cross-country teams
have since returned to Dearborn and are busy preparing
for their meet on Oct. 24 in
Grand Rapids.

Photo courtesy of Megan McDonald’s Facebook.
The women’s cross-country team poses with Mickey Mouse in Disney World.

O’Neill Criticism Unwarranted
By ricky lindsay
Editor-in-Chief
@RLindz35

Blake O'Neill wowed
fans early in Michigan's
rivalry
game
against
Michigan State with an 80yard punt.
Nearly three-and-a-half
hours later, the fifth-year
senior Australian punter
was the subject of hate,
criticism and death threats.
Michigan led Michigan
State 23-21 with 10
seconds remaining and
faced fourth-and-two from
the Spartans' 47-yard line.
The obvious call was to pin
the Spartans deep on a punt
and watch the clock drain.
But it wasn't that easy.
O’Neill bobbled the
snap on the punt, attempted
to recover and re-kick
as a vicious Michigan
State defense stampeded
towards him like a bull.
The Spartans jarred the
ball loose from a helpless
O’Neill and scooped it
up for a 38-yard, gamewinning touchdown.
"After
bobbling
it,
(O'Neill) still thought he
could still get the ball
kicked," Michigan head
coach Jim Harbaugh said
at his post-game press
conference. "It was a
mistake; a mistake was
made."
Harbaugh's right — it
was a mistake. O'Neill is
human; everyone makes
mistakes.
But
there's
absolutely no reason for
him to receive hate for the
27-23 loss.
It's
inhumane
that
Michigan fans would turn
on their own so quickly.
O'Neill has been playing
for the Wolverines for
two months now. This is

the Aussie import’s first
impression of how the fan
base reacts when things
sour.
And it's unnecessary
that things soured so
much, so quickly, that
interim athletic director
Jim Hackett had to issue an
open letter denouncing it.
"Today I awake to the
shocking reality that our
community who care so
much about this program
would send hurtful, spiteful
and vicious comments
to one of our students,"
Hackett said in his letter
Sunday. "To be clear, such
comments come from a
small minority, none of
whom are reflective of our
institution.
"The program I know
at MICHIGAN speaks
about the team, the team,
the team. The people I
have been associated with
my whole life around this
fantastic program — some
(who) are living and some
(who) have passed on —
would never, I repeat never,
spread blame."
Until Saturday's final
play, many considered
O'Neill to be Michigan's
Player of the Game. He
pinned Michigan State
deep multiple times when
the Wolverines' offense
stalled. The field position
helped their elite defense
and pressured Spartans
quarterback Connor Cook
to make big plays.
Former
Michigan
punter Will Hagerup took
to Facebook to support
O'Neill.
"You just saw firsthand
that punting is really hard,"
Hagerup's post read. "I
challenge anyone to go
catch a snap in 30 degree

weather
with
100,000
people watching."
Hateful comments filled
social media regarding
the game's final play.
They ranged from "Deport
O'Neill" to death threats,
all over a football game
in which they had no
involvement.
But there have been
plenty positive comments.
ESPN broadcaster Joe
Tessitore defended O’Neill
Sunday in a clip. A
Facebook page called “We
support Wolverine Blake
O’Neill” was created, and
as of Monday morning,
had over 10,000 “likes.”
Business2community.com
created a list of Tweets
supporting O’Neill.
O'Neill's gaffe isn't the
lone reason Michigan lost.
Look at the 10 first downs
it totaled compared to the
Spartans' 20. Or its eight
penalties taken. Or its
seven punts. Solve those
issues and the Wolverines
and O'Neill aren't in that
late-game situation.
"Everybody
knew
they could have (done)
something more to get this
game," defensive tackle
Willie Henry said.
O’Neill
has
been
fabulous in his final
collegiate season. He’s
a significant reason why
Michigan has matched its
win total from last season
in just six games.
O'Neill will shoulder
the last 10 seconds and
outcome of Saturday’s
game the rest of his life.
It's mind-boggling that
people would want to make
it worse for him through
hate.

Photo Courtesy of Ryan Pickell’s Facebook.
The cross-country teams prepare for the Great Lakes Challenge.

Amber Ainsworth/MJ
Blake O’Neill averaged 38 yards per punt in the game against BYU.

